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Motivation
• The synergism between mm/submm/THz and Infrared spectroscopy
– The same physics
• Vibrational-rotational energy levels
• Interactions
– Advantage of pure rotational spectra in the mm/submm/THz
• Higher resolution 
• Resolve the thermally populated rotational spectra of heavier molecules
– Compliment the databases (such as HITRAN, GEISA, …) used for 
infrared remote sensing by providing additional spectroscopic 
information on
• Overlapping hot and combination bands
• Infrared dark states
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Overview
• Nitric acid, HONO2
– Simulation of the ν5-ν9 and 
2ν9-ν9 infrared bands
• Chlorine nitrate, ClONO2
– Simulation of the ν6-ν0 
fundamental band and the 
hot bands
– Much more challenging
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Atmospheric Spectra
• Spectra from the balloon-borne FIRS-2 instrument
HONO2
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Simulation of ν9−ν0, ν5−ν9 , 2ν9−ν9 of HONO2
2ν9 – ν9ν5 – ν9 ν9 – ν0
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Simulation of ν9−ν0, ν5−ν9 , 2ν9−ν9 of HONO2
• Stringent test for infrared 
simulation based only on 
mm/submm-wave data
• Complex Spectrum
– Fermi and Coriolis type 
interactions
– Torsional splitting
• High-resolution infrared studies 
for comparison
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Atmospheric Spectra
• Spectra from the balloon-borne FIRS-2 instrument
ν6 ClONO2
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ClONO2 scan near 242 GHz, ~350 MHz scan
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ν6-ν0 Fundamental and Hot Bands
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Physical Considerations
• Isotope abundance
• Dipole transition moment
– Hybrid with both a & b type transitions
• NO Stretch and NO2 rock 
– Hot Bands
• Vibrational partition function
Mode, νi Band Center (cm-1) ( )Kqi 296υ  
ν1 1736.9 1.0002 
ν2 1292.7 1.0019 
ν3 809.4 1.0200 
ν4 778.8 1.0231 
ν8 711.2 1.0326 
ν5 561.4 1.0692 
ν6 434.0 1.1380 
ν7 273.3 1.3603 
ν9 123.7 2.2127 
( )Kq 296υ   3.9545 
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Simulation ν6-ν0 Fundamental and Hot Bands
• Method
– Simulated the fundamental and first hot band
– Fit for the band centers (fundamental + ν9 hot band)
• Dominated by Q-branch position
• Isotopes included
– Fit a/b-type moments
– Use a smoothed spectrum to account for left out hot 
bands
– Q-branch intensity was also smoothed out
– Use same a/b-type moment ratio
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A-type vs B-type
Equal dipole moments
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ν6-ν0 Fundamental and Hot Bands
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ν6-ν0 a-type Simulation
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ν6-ν0 b-type Simulation
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ν6ν9-ν9 a-type Simulation
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Q-Branch Region
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R-Branch Region
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Conclusions and Future Work
• Successfully simulated the fundamental and first hot band
– Significant features Q/P/R branch regions
– Included the analysis of a dyad, ν5/ν6ν9
• Total integrated intensity and dipole transition moments are 
very reasonable
• Incorporate 
– nitric acid
– Incorporate next set of  hot bands
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